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INTERNATIONAL GENERIC AND BIOSIMILAR MEDICINES ASSOCIATION

In an era when increasing demands are being made on the world’s healthcare services, generic and biosimilar medicines provide a major benefit to society by ensuring patient access to quality, safe and effective medicines while reducing the cost of pharmaceutical care.

Founded in 1997, the International Generic and Biosimilar Medicines Association (IGBA) is a group of generic and biosimilar medicines associations that are committed to promoting generic and biosimilar medicines, and exchanging information worldwide.

Through its constituent member associations, the IGBA maintains constant dialogue with international organizations, including the International Conference on Harmonization (ICH), World Trade Organization (WTO), World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and World Health Organization (WHO).

The following national and regional associations comprise the current IGBA Management Committee:

- Canadian Generic Pharmaceutical Association (CGPA-Canada)
- European Generic medicines Association (EGA-Europe)
- Generic Pharmaceutical Association (GPhA-USA)
- Jordanian Association of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers (JAPM-Jordan)
- Japan Generic Medicines Association (JGA-Japan)
- National Association of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers (NAPM-South Africa)
- Taiwan Generic Pharmaceutical Association (TGPA-Taiwan)

Associate Members of the IGBA include the generic and biosimilar medicines association of Australia, Brazil and Mexico.

Questions and comments regarding this submission can be sent to the attention of the IGBA Trade Committee Chair at igba@igbamedicines.org
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The availability of generic and biosimilar medicines helps facilitate global access to cost-competitive medicines. In the United States alone, generic medicines are used to fill 86% of all prescriptions, providing extraordinary savings and access to American patients. The companies that manufacture and market these products are also major contributors to the U.S. and other national economies through their R&D and manufacturing activities, and the highly skilled workforce these companies employ.

Section 182 of the Trade Act of 1974 requires the United States Trade Representative to identify countries that “…deny fair and equitable market access to U.S. persons who rely on intellectual property protection.” The U.S. generic and biosimilar medicines industries depend on patented products to provide the pipeline for the high quality and cost-competitive medicines it exports when patents expire. In addition, many producers of generic and biosimilar drugs themselves hold patents and, thus, rely directly on protection of intellectual property rights.

As mentioned in the Special 301 Review of 2015, discriminatory, non-transparent or trade-restrictive measures have the potential to hinder market access in the pharmaceutical sector, potentially resulting in higher healthcare costs. Unfortunately, the adoption of generic and biosimilar medicines in some countries can be unnecessarily curtailed due to their domestic legislation, regulations, policies and practices.

In our contribution to the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR), the International Generic and Biosimilar Medicines Association (IGBA) has identified market access barriers in 14 countries that pose harmful and unnecessary barriers to U.S. and global generic pharmaceutical and biosimilar medicines companies seeking to export to the identified countries. The issues identified deny fair and equitable market access to U.S. companies that broadly rely on intellectual property protection, and range from domestic pricing policies to domestic regulatory requirements to blatant bias in favour of products manufactured in a domestic market over those manufactured in the United States and other countries. The International
Generic and Biosimilar Medicines Association requests that USTR add all of these countries to the Special 301 Watch List until such time as the identified market access barriers are addressed.

In addition, this submission highlights concerns with respect to the operation of intellectual property enforcement mechanisms in three countries due to duplicative legal processes that are inefficient and create unnecessary financial risk exposure to generic and biosimilar medicines companies seeking to bring products to that market.

It must be noted that this submission in no way provides an exhaustive list of all barriers, impediments and intellectual property enforcement issues faced by the generic and biosimilar medicines industries. These are numerous. IGBA is seeking USTR’s assistance in addressing the issues identified, and hopes to include additional issues of concern to the generic and biosimilar medicines industries requiring action in future submissions.
SECTION I: MARKET ACCESS BARRIERS & IMPEDIMENTS

AUSTRALIA

There are Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) considerations for supply and registration in Australia. The Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) reserves the right to undertake an audit of an overseas manufacturing site, irrespective of any other evidence supplied. For example, this may happen where TGA has other regulatory information, has concerns regarding compliance, or is auditing an adjacent facility. An audit may take place prior to granting an initial GMP Clearance for supply of the relevant product in Australia or at any time following the issue of a GMP Clearance.

Australia’s GMP requirements may result in delays and could even result in the removal of a product from a U.S. company's submission plan, because the cost of the audit impacts the business case to such a degree that it becomes negative.

With regard to standards, the default standards accepted by TGA are the United States Pharmacopeia (USP), the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.Eur.), and/or British Pharmacopeia (BP) monographs. Where in-house monographs or adaptions of monographs are used, evidence is required to show at least equivalence to the pharmacopeial standards.

With respect to bioequivalence studies, the TGA requires data against the innovator product in Australia. Therefore, if bioequivalence studies have been carried out with the innovator products sourced from the US, EU, or another country, additional laboratory analytical work is required to confirm that the overseas product is chemically equivalent to the Australian product. If chemical equivalence cannot be demonstrated it may be required to conduct bioequivalence studies specific for Australia.

USTR should encourage the Government of Australia to eliminate duplicative requirements with respect to bioequivalence and GMP, which create barriers and impediments for U.S. generic pharmaceutical companies seeking to bring products to the Australian market.

Moreover, there is a considerable delay for U.S. and Overseas manufacture's GMP clearances from TGA especially in the past one year. Some of the clearances take
more than 9 months though the general guideline is 90 working days. There is always a risk that TGA reject the application and would like to do an on-site inspection themselves resulting in further delay. The on-site inspection schedule is so tight that getting an audit scheduled itself can take 3 to 6 months and then the audit to occur and audit closure leading to a total delay of at least 12 months. The current cost of a GMP audit is AUD 1250 per hour and a typical audit is with two auditors for 5 days, meaning it can cost AUD 100,000 + the travel costs and the frequency can be as regular as every year. This limits the operations of US manufacturers providing products to the Australian market vis-a-vis Australian manufactures.

**BRAZIL**

There are numerous duplicative regulatory requirements in Brazil that create additional costs and delays for U.S. generic pharmaceutical companies seeking to export their American-made products to Brazil.

Brazil will only accept imports of finished products. Companies are not permitted to conduct any manufacturing step locally, including the packaging of final dosage forms. The imported products must be registered at the country of origin. Foreign companies must also carry all quality control tests in Brazil. There is also a requirement to present the bioequivalence tests and the equivalence tests at labs located in Brazil, which causes three more months of delay since the samples must be imported. Zone IV stability tests are required. The Brazilian sanitary agency also conducts international inspections at the finished production site and at the API producer site for the same products. The prices at which generic medicines can be sold in Brazil are regulated by the government based on a very subjective analysis. The process of analysis and registration by the Brazilian National Health Surveillance Agency (ANVISA) is delayed (sometimes with more than two years) and does not respect any legal deadlines. The analysis of the marketing authorization depends on the understanding of the responsible technical person and there is no common understandings. There is political and sanitary tendency to protect national companies. There is a requirement of
preapproval of pharmaceutical products importation not only by the Federal Revenue Service, but also by ANVISA.

Serialization and tracing mandates vary from country-to-country, presenting a difficult challenge for manufacturers to outfit product and packaging lines that serve more than one international market to achieve compliance with many different mandated specifications. Therefore the foreseen serialization requirements are concerning.

To explain how large a challenge unit tracing systems and processes represent to large generic drug manufacturers, it is helpful to discuss the two main mandates separately. The first mandate is serialization and, in some cases, this is compounded by mandated aggregation of units-to-cases-to-pallets. The second is the tracing system itself.

Unit serialization is the enabling technology of most tracing systems whether their goal is to encompass movement of a certain unit through each step in the supply chain or whether safety is the goal and the process is only concerned with authentication of the unit to manufacturer’s records before dispense to a patient. The drug industry has settled on two-dimensional (2D) barcode as its medium of choice for carrying serialization information. The reason for this choice is a combination of relatively low cost, reliability of information and standardization of format, thanks to international organizations like GS-1 Global. And the new 2D serialized barcode is placed on the product label and sometimes accompanied with the same serialization information in human readable format as well as the barcode matrix.

To equip an existing packaging line for unit serialization (without aggregation) costs an average of $250,000 per line plus annual operating costs. To provide some clarity around this number, many generic manufacturers have hundreds of lines globally.

Serialization using a custom Brazil numbering syntax is required, so companies must build unique systems in order to supply the Brazilian market. Aggregation is mandated in the specification, introducing higher cost, increased possibility of data errors and unproven safety value. Brazil’s model uses tracing on a “change of
possession” rather than a “change of ownership” basis, mandating that every entity that handles the product be identified and report their activity. This includes transportation companies, third party logistics providers, returns processors, and others who never actually own the product. And finally, all of these companies must post to a tracing database created and owned by each manufacturer of product sold in Brazil. Posting requirements include even companies with which the given manufacturer does not have a standing business relationship.

Brazil’s system is a well-intentioned one, with a stated goal of improving patient safety in the country. However the model is a very difficult one for companies to achieve. The reliance on manufacturers to establish data connections with every party who would ever have a drug product in their possession, while still maintaining integrity of that data creates enormous costs and business risks for manufacturers.

**CANADA**

A regulatory linkage exists between chemical drug submissions and the requirement to establishment license in Canada, which has a negative impact on both brand and generic pharmaceutical companies seeking approval for chemical prescription drugs in Canada. Work on a chemical drug submission does not proceed within the Therapeutic Products Directorate at Health Canada until the associated manufacturing site has been approved as GMP compliant by the department’s Health Product and Food Branch Inspectorate. This creates unnecessary market access delays, particularly given the ongoing severe review performance issues within the HPFB Inspectorate. These regulatory review activities should not be conducted sequentially. Canada should follow the lead of the United States and other jurisdictions by allowing the activities to be conducted in parallel. There is no legal basis on which this regulatory linkage exists. Further, it is a specific discriminatory policy against chemical drugs as no such regulatory linkage exists for biologic drugs and veterinary drugs.
With respect to biosimilar medicines, USTR should encourage Canada to adopt the FDA and internationally-accepted term “biosimilars” to refer to these products. Currently, Canada is an international outlier as the only country in the world to refer to these products as “subsequent entry biologics” or “SEBs”. The use of this unique term unnecessarily raises questions regarding a Health Canada approval, which may have market acceptance implications.

USTR should encourage Canada to align with the FDA and other leading regulatory authorities and use the same or similar wording as the reference product label and product monograph for a biosimilar label and product monograph. This approach best communicates to health care providers and patients the conditions by which the biosimilar can be used safely and effectively. The unique Canadian requirement to specify on a biosimilar label whether indications are extrapolated or supported by specific clinical trials is problematic and unjustified for several reasons: it jeopardizes the validity of the extrapolation paradigm, it unduly distinguishes indications, and it has the potential to cause confusion in the marketplace – especially with clinicians. Extrapolation of indications is a well-established scientific and regulatory principle practiced by the FDA and all major regulatory agencies around the world, and is not exclusive to biosimilars. It is a regulatory principle applied to biosimilars and other products in Canada, however, the unique and discriminatory labelling requirement is applied only to biosimilars.

USTR should encourage further alignment of Health Canada with the FDA and other leading regulators with respect to the extrapolation of indications for biosimilar medicines. The foundation for extrapolation is the totality of the data (physic-chemical and in vitro biological tests, non-clinical studies and clinical studies), as recognized in the FDA’s Draft Guidance for Industry, Scientific Considerations in Demonstrating Biosimilarity to a Reference Product, p.21 (Apr. 2015). In 2014, Health Canada approved Celltrion’s infliximab biosimilar with only a limited number of indications via extrapolation— those with the smallest market opportunity – and did so in a manner that does not appear to take into account the totality of the data. Canada’s guidance and
practices must be revised so sponsors of biosimilars from the United States and other countries have confidence that the totality of data will be considered for extrapolation.

**CHINA**

*Different Technical Requirements for Imported Products and Domestic Products*

Under Chinese drug registration regulations, in the context of the draft of Drug Registration Regulation (changes on the Generics submission), local generic companies can submit the application at any time before the patent expiry date, but the imported generic medicine has to provide the Certificate of Pharmaceutical Product in the clinical trial application. This creates the concrete risk that the review and approval of imported generic medicines drop behind those of local manufacturers.

*Lengthy Approval Timeline for All Types of Applications*

Despite the efforts put forward by the Chinese authorities to reduce lengthy approval timeline for all medicines applications, the latter are still caused by prolonged technical evaluation in CDE (Center of Drug Evaluation). Significant deviations in approval timelines create a lack of predictability with respect to product launch dates. The registration timeline for generic medicines is typically more than 7 years – much longer than in the United States and far beyond international norms.

*Prolonged Review and Approval Timeline for Clinical Trials*

The statutory and actual timeline for clinical trials in China are relatively longer than in most other countries. While the statutory timeline in China is 145 working days, actual clinical trial approvals typically take between one to one-and-a-half years. This has had the effect of lengthening the average period for new drug research and development, and has seriously affected new drug accessibility.
Approval number for domestic vs. imported medicines

Currently, management of approval number for imported medicines and domestic medicines is different. The approval number for domestic medicines in the renewal remains unchanged, but for imported medicines it is changed. Since the approval number should be printed on the label and package insert, the latter for imported medicines have to be changed after the renewal. This increases production cost and management cost for imported products. It may even lead to out of stock during the renewal of imported medicines.

Recent change in CFDA review policy

With the recent change in the CFDA review policy, innovative medicines manufactured locally in China will be granted priority review (performance goals are as follows: reduction to 35 days for IND and 150-190 days for NDA). In addition, applications through this pathway will not go through the normal waiting queue. Companies investing in China will definitively benefit from this. Companies importing from the US will follow the “classical” import pathways and risk to be negatively affected as these products will have to queue in the already overcrowded waiting queue and the new pathway will definitively divert review resources from there.

The sequential approach

The approach represents a challenge to generic products: A submission can only be done after obtaining approval in the country of origin or in the country of manufacturing. Then, the assessment of an application relating to the Chemistry & Manufacturing has to take place and, only after that, clinical trial approval is given, i.e. the bioequivalence study can be started.

This results in a significant extension of approval time for a generic product when compared to other countries. There is no progress so far on a possible adjustment to the standard process of conducting BE studies upfront and submitting a complete package of CMC and BE study results.
The following barriers relate to biosimilar medicines specifically:

**Requirement clinical trial**

A multinational biosimilar producer can only apply for clinical trials in China once it gets approval in the U.S. or EU. This requirement is even more stringent than what is required for developers of new medicines, for which China has established the IMCT pathway (IMCT – International Multicenter Clinical Trial). Using the IMCT, new drug developers can conduct a clinical study in China as part of a regional clinical trial involving China and a few other countries. The IMCT pathway seems to be currently blocked for biosimilars, putting American producers at disadvantage compared to local producers.

**Market access delay**

The new Chinese biosimilar guideline includes positive aspects. However, multinational companies are disadvantaged on the basis of the fact that any clinical trial in China cannot be started before the biosimilar is approved by another authority. This results in a market access delay of up to five years or even more, taking into account the lengthy approval process for a clinical trial application in China (18-24 months), execution of trial, dossier submission and, again a lengthy dossier review (about 2,5 years).

**INDONESIA**

The new Regulation on Drug’s Criteria and Registration (Regulation of the Chairman of NADFC RI No. 3 Year 2013, Amendment of Regulation of the Chairman of NADFC RI No. HK.03.1.23.10.11.08481 Year 2011 on the Drug’s Criteria and Registration. This Regulation was also notified to the TBT Committee of the WTO) adds an additional step in registration of medicines in Indonesia. Indeed, before issuing a Marketing Authorization (MA), the National Agency of Drug and Food Control (NADFC) will issue a first “Approvable Letter”. The company will then need to submit evidence that they have made the importation/started local production before they can get MA.
The regulation has been in fact issued to ensure that the company not only registers but also markets the product once they get the MA.

However, the approvable letter, just introduced in the Regulation, imposes that imported products have an Indonesia-specific pack that, according to the letter, will need to be prepared in the exporting country, and no action can be conducted on the local territory. This represents a potential barrier for U.S. companies especially for medicinal products with lower sales levels in Indonesia. This might force companies that have already invested to supply the Indonesian market to discontinue the launch of some products in Indonesia.

A more efficient process would be to allow companies to finish the packaging (with the Indonesian-specific packaging requirements) on the Indonesian territory instead of obliging companies to finalise the packaging process in the exporting countries, i.e. the U.S.

**KOREA, REP.**

A standard agreement for the “Supply and Sales of Pharmaceuticals” limits the freedom of contracting parties at agreement between local pharmaceutical companies and multinational pharmaceutical companies. Indeed, even though multinational companies intend to terminate the agreement by the reasons of not obtaining minimum order quantity or minimum sales target etc., this standard agreement prohibits the immediate termination of the agreement. This a the legal obstacle for multinational companies in local partners handling. As a result, this is one of the barriers to prevent introduction of advanced pharmaceutical products into the Korean market and to burden the business in Korea.
MAGHREB (ALGERIA, MOROCCO, TUNISIA)

Pharmaceutical exports to Maghreb (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia) are mainly hindered by a preference for locally manufactured products. There are specific lists of products that are banned from importation as these products are produced locally. The registration of products in Maghreb requires that the product is both registered and marketed in the United States or other country of origin. This blocks exports of products that are licensed or that are not currently registered and marketed in the United States but are manufactured in the United States.

RUSSIA

Exclusive Product Sourcing

Only one product can be marketed per dossier. As a consequence, licensors can only out-license their products to one marketing company in Russia.

As a result, economies of scale cannot be achieved and cost of goods increase, resulting in higher prices and limited opportunities for licensors. In certain cases this regulation is not supporting the creation of a competitive environment.

GMP Audit of Local Authorities

The draft amendment to the federal law N61-FZ (expected to come in force on July 1, 2015) includes an obligatory requirement for GMP certificate submission issued by the Russian drug regulatory authority during registration of new products beginning in January 2016, and for variations and renewals beginning in January 2017. Timelines for GMP inspections could delay market entry of products from sites that have not yet been inspected by the Russian authorities.

Registration

The registration of any generic medicine in Russia can only be done if the bioequivalence study has been performed in Russia. This leads to repetition of
bioequivalence studies. Clinical studies have to be repeated for Russia before launching new medicines.

Imports

The import of finished products and active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) into Russia attracts a high and variable amount of customs clearance charges.

In addition, local producers may have a monopoly on the production of certain APIs or finished products. They can undercut the price of sourcing from a foreign supplier by a significant margin, making the option of sourcing from within the foreign supplier's internal network very unattractive.

Prices

Prices for essential drugs on a list maintained by Russia’s Ministry of Health can be adjusted each year to inflation. This right is denied to foreign manufacturers. For essential drugs to be imported, the Russian price registration system has the minimum price threshold requirement (out of 20 reference countries). This limits U.S. and other generic pharmaceutical companies to register a reasonable retail price.

Taiwan

Taiwan requests PIC/s GMP approval for a manufacturing site and a site validation/inspection for a manufacturing site before the file can be approved. The site validation and PIC/s GMP approval processes each take approximately 1.5 years, and are separate processes from the file registration process.
THAILAND

The ASEAN countries request 12 months of Zone IV stability data is filed with the drug submission. The approval process then takes an additional 1-2 years after the submission is filed. The total process is 2-3 years from the beginning of the stability testing until the product approval.

Any production site transfer is considered to be a new registration, which means a new application must be submitted along with 12 months of Zone IV stability data from the new site. This means that approval of a new site can take 2-3 years. This differs from most other non-ASEAN markets.

TURKEY

Pharmaceutical pricing in Turkey is based on international reference pricing whereby the price in Turkey will be the lowest price available amongst France, Italy, Portugal, Greece and Spain. The prices set by the international reference pricing regime are then converted in local currency (TL) by using the Government €/TL conversion rate.

In April 2009, the Government fixed the €/TL exchange rate for pharmaceutical pricing purposes only to 1.9595TL/€ and has not adjusted it since. The pricing legislation dictates that if the Central Bank Rate is 15% higher than the fixed rate for 90 days rolling average, the government should revise the rate. The rolling average has been at least 15% higher since 2011, and it is now approximately 50% higher.

UKRAINE

Ukraine has local manufacturer preferences, which unfavorably impact importers of generic medicines from the United States and other countries.
GMP Requirements

During the state registration process, companies are required to submit a huge list of documents to obtain a local confirmation that a medicinal product is produced in accordance to GMP requirements. This is an unnecessary duplicative, time-consuming, and costly process for foreign companies.

Quality Controls at Customs

Long quality controls are conducted at customs on each product. In addition, different distributors selling the same product have to pass the controls on the same products separately.

VIETNAM

The ASEAN countries request 12 months of Zone IV stability data is filed with the drug submission. The approval process then takes an additional 1-2 years after the submission is filed. The total process is 2-3 years from the beginning of the stability testing until the product approval.

Any production site transfer is considered to be a new registration, which means a new application must be submitted along with 12 months of Zone IV stability data from the new site. This means that approval of a new site can take 2-3 years. This differs from most other non-ASEAN markets.

Quality Standards

Our member companies welcome the Government of Vietnam’s significant efforts towards administrative reforms of the healthcare system. We believe that particular consideration needs to be given to the general promotion of Good Practices (GxPs), such as Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) and Good Distribution Practice (GDP).

In particular, current policies for generic medicine registration and procurement carry significant risk of the widespread use of Vietnamese generic medicines which have not been proven bioequivalent. The level of supervision and enforcement by
Vietnamese competent authorities cannot be deemed equivalent to that fostered within PIC/S.

In order to achieve a level playing field for all manufacturers supplying the Vietnamese market, highest priority should be given to a transparent supervision and enforcement system by Vietnamese competent authorities, based on internationally recognized principles and practices.

It is important that the demonstration of bioequivalence be introduced in Vietnam as a fundamental part of the marketing authorization granting process in order to secure access to safe effective medicines of the desired quality.

i. **Hospital Tenders & Quality Standards**

Hospital/provincial tendering systems disproportionately favor price competition over assurance of quality, safety and efficacy through compliance with internationally recognized standards, particularly bioequivalence of the generic medicine with its reference product. Recent evolutions of the system have attempted at creating different “categories” or "lots" within tenders, to acknowledge differences in regulatory / GMP standards.

While a clear distinction between products based on different levels of assurance of quality, safety and efficacy is welcome, it would be desirable that medicines produced according to internationally recognized standards become broadly available to the local population.

Additionally, the current criteria to allocate volumes among the different "lots" appear unclear and the associated process arbitrary. As a result, hospitals need to reduce the volume of medicines produced according to internationally recognized standards already planned to be purchased, even when hospitals own estimates were based on clinical needs for the different products.

ii. **New Drug Registration Circular**

Under current Circular 22 (issued in 2009), an applicant cannot submit a dossier for the renewal of a marketing authorization registration earlier than six months before the expiry of the product’s existing registration.
According to industry experience over the past several years, renewal times typically exceed 6 months, thus leading to “off-visa” period for a product for several months. During such off-visa period, importation of the product is not permitted. Providing information to doctors about the product is very restricted, particularly because all promotional materials must be withdrawn, no new materials can get an authorization visa from the Ministry of Health, and all materials will have to get a new visa after the renewal. In addition, participation in hospital tenders is not permitted during the off-visa period because most hospitals will not accept Ministry of Health documents that stipulate the product has been legally registered and is merely under a renewal process. Such a situation restricts the access to essential pharmaceutical products both for health care providers and patients in Vietnam.

USTR should add Vietnam to the Priority Watch List until such time as:

- Renewal dossiers can be submitted at least 12 months before expiry date and marketing authorization of existing products should remain valid until renewal is completed.

- The restriction on product importation, product promotion, and product information is waived, which would allow generic pharmaceutical companies to participate in tenders during renewal application period.
SECTION II: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ENFORCEMENT

The generic pharmaceutical and biosimilar medicines industries support the adoption of reasonable and well-functioning intellectual property enforcement mechanisms.

Excessive levels of protection and poorly functioning intellectual property systems can have the effect of negatively curtailing, delaying or imposing an outright block on pharmaceutical competition within a given country. This in turn creates a significant barrier or impediment to trade for U.S. and global generic pharmaceutical and biosimilar medicines companies.

AUSTRALIA

Australia’s pharmaceutical intellectual property system delivers an imbalanced pro-patentee position, resulting in unnecessary and inappropriate delays to market access for generic and biosimilar medicines. Reform is urgently required to redress this imbalance.

Patents in Australia already provide exclusivity for up to 25 years and most medicines are protected by a number of different patents. However, inappropriate extension of patents and the granting of potentially invalid patents should be guarded against. The patent system should not support trivial patents that extend market exclusivity of products, while not delivering an incremental health benefit. Additionally, there is no incentive for a generic medicine sponsor to challenge a patent.

A lack of disincentive for patent holders to inappropriately prolong market exclusivity is a clear deficiency in the IP system. Litigation can be an efficient means of creating obstacles for generic companies, whereby originator companies may consider litigation not so much on its merits, but rather as a ploy to frustrate and ultimately deter generic entrants. Regardless of the outcome of an infringement case, the patent holder continues to monopolise the market for the period of the case, with the financial benefits
to the patentee potentially outweighing any damages. Meanwhile, the potential generic sponsor, shut out of the market with no revenue stream, has to pay millions of dollars in litigation costs.

Australia is the government agency responsible for granting patents in Australia. IP Australia’s interpretation of the 2015 High Court decision in D’Arcy v Myriad Genetics is arguably absurd and perverse. IP Australia proposes to continue to permit the patenting of naturally occurring, isolated, purified and other kinds of biological materials sourced from nature, and to exclude only nucleic acids, naturally occurring, isolated or synthesised including cDNA, that code for a polypeptide. In effect, IP Australia’s interpretation means that ninety-eight per cent of the human genome consisting of so-called ‘junk’ DNA, even when isolated from a human being, is patentable subject matter. This narrow interpretation threatens to hamper the development of small molecule and biological medicines and therefore would curtail the market entry of generic and biosimilar medicines.

**BRAZIL**

In line with TRIPS agreement, patent duration cannot be shorter than 20 years from the day of patent filing.

In Brazil, no patent term extension exists. However, according to the Brazilian patent law, the patent term is 20 years from the filing and at least 10 years from the granting. This means concretely that if the examination proceeding of a patent at the Brazilian patent office takes longer than 10 years, then the patent term will be extended for that difference. Concrete cases have increasingly shown that examination proceedings are very long, even beyond 10 years, so that in practice the term of the patent is thereby longer, often by several years, than 20 years from filing.

The IGBA believes that this extension of the examination proceedings delays market entry for generic medicines beyond the term of the patent protection (i.e. 20 years), despite the absence of a patent term extension. This system brings a great degree of legal uncertainty due to the difficulties in predicting the term of an application
that has been pending for more than 10 years, until such application is actually granted, since in these cases the term will not be calculated from the date of patent filing but rather from the date of grant.

**CANADA**

*Patent Linkage*

Canada’s pharmaceutical patent linkage regime provides summary or administrative judgements and does not provide for finality to legal proceedings, allowing generic pharmaceutical companies to routinely be sued for patent infringement following success under the patent linkage litigation proceedings.

As a result, generic pharmaceutical companies face enormous and potentially catastrophic risk when launching generic medicines on the Canadian market. The potential financial risk exposure for a generic pharmaceutical company is the full lost brand profits, which can be many multiples of any potential generic profits that can be earned given the enormous price differentials between brand and generic drugs in Canada.

Such a system that affords a brand-name pharmaceutical company two sequential tracks of litigation to protect the same patent or group of patent(s) exists nowhere else in the world. It creates a significant market access barrier for U.S. generic pharmaceutical companies seeking to sell products in Canada.

The Government of Canada has publicly committed to ending this “dual litigation” scenario – while also ensuring the system provides equal rights of appeal – when it implements the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) it has reached with the European Union. However, implementation may not occur for many years.

Given the ongoing harm experienced by U.S. generic pharmaceutical companies USTR should encourage the Government of Canada to move forward with ending “dual litigation” created by its patent linkage system without delay.
Other aspects of Canada’s patent linkage system that legally discriminate against generic pharmaceutical companies:

i. **Insufficient Incentives to Encourage Patent Challenges Under Patent Linkage System**

USTR has advocated globally for the inclusion of strong incentives under patent linkage systems – particularly where automatic injunctions are present – to encourage generic pharmaceutical companies to challenge weak and frivolous patents and bring competition to the market at the earliest, legally appropriate opportunity.

Canada’s patent linkage system provides insufficient incentives for generic pharmaceutical companies to challenge weak and frivolous patents. The United States provides a strong incentive to challenge patents under its Hatch-Waxman system by providing a 180 day market exclusivity period to the first generic company to successfully litigate under the US Hatch-Waxman system.

No national market exclusivity period is available in Canada. In contrast, the only Canadian incentive is weak and takes the form of a financial award to successful generic pharmaceutical litigants (who is the injured legal party) to compensate for damages suffered.

These damage awards have been severely curtailed through narrow interpretation of Canada’s patent linkage laws by the Courts and, as a result, compensate a generic pharmaceutical company with only a small fraction of the actual damages it has suffered.

Generic pharmaceutical companies are also discriminated against in relation to all other parties in Canada who are subjected to court injunctions in Canada, as common law damages permit far more expansive damages to be awarded than the patent linkage system.

USTR should encourage the Government of Canada to increase the flexibility of the Court to compensate generic pharmaceutical companies for the full damages suffered.
ii. Inability to Amend “Notice of Allegation”

Given the summary nature of the patent linkage system, all legal arguments have to be included in the “Notice of Allegation” a generic pharmaceutical company must file to address any patents on the Canadian Patent Register that are associated with the brand reference product upon filing a generic drug submission.

If new evidence emerges in Canada or another jurisdiction, a generic pharmaceutical company seeking to bring a product to the market is currently left with two unsavory options: abandon the process and start over (which delays potential market entry) or continue with the existing legal case without the use of the new evidence.

Generic and brand companies alike should have the opportunity to present new evidence at trial, as afforded to patentees and challengers in all other industrial sectors in Canada, and under the U.S. patent linkage system.

To avoid such legal discrimination in the future Canada should adopt a simplified notice, akin to the Form IV notification in the United States, and allow evidence to be presented – and amended – in Court where it belongs.

**Patent Utility**

IGBA is aware of submissions that have been made in recent years by other parties citing alleged deficiencies with respect to the laws governing the usefulness of patents in Canada, sometimes referred to as “patent utility” or “the utility of the patent”. We submit that such claims are inaccurate and provide an incomplete portrait of Canadian law in this area. It is also important to recognize that pharmaceutical patents are in fact upheld in most cases where utility is a central issue.

Canada provides patent protection for inventions if they meet the statutory criteria of being new, inventive and useful. This is a requirement of Canada’s
international treaty obligations, and is the same criteria applied in other countries – including the United States.

Guarding against speculative patents is an internationally accepted and fundamental feature of patent law. To remove such safeguards would be harmful to innovation through the increase issuance and legally upheld retention of speculative patents.

The standard of proof for utility in Canadian law is also not overly onerous. An inventor must show a “prima facie reasonable inference of utility”. This standard is met as long as the patent is soundly based on science and is not speculative in nature. This is also not a new standard as it has been in place in Canada for more than 70 years. The actual utility of an invention is defined by the inventor in the patent.

IGBA would also urge USTR to approach with caution and skepticism any claims or statistics presented by other parties that suggest litigation outcomes on particular drugs in Canada and the US are different due to a deficiency in Canadian patent utility law for several reasons:

- First, the patents at issue in Canada may be different than the patents filed in the United States.
- Second, the legal arguments presented in Canada – as well as the evidence presented – may be different than the arguments and evidence presented in the United States.
- Third, and perhaps most importantly, the structure of patent linkage proceedings in Canada (which are summary proceedings) is different than the structure of patent linkage proceedings in the United States.
  - The decisions rendered under Canada’s patent linkage regime determine whether market authorization can be granted whereas the final status of the patent is determined under the U.S. patent linkage system.
Further, there are no live witnesses and no discovery under Canada’s patent linkage system. Both are permitted under the U.S. patent linkage system.

The inclusion of Canada on previous Special 301 Watch List for reasons of deficiencies in its patent utility laws is unjustified given the country’s laws in this area are consistent with both its international obligations and U.S. law. As such, we respectfully request that USTR remove this item from the Special 301 Report in 2015.

**Patented Medicine Prices Review Board (PMPRB)**

The PMPRB is an arms-length federal agency that was created in 1987 to guard against excessive monopoly drug prices when patent rights to the originator pharmaceutical industry were being expanded in Canada. The PMPRB now claims it has jurisdiction over any medicine that is associated with a patent, including generic drugs, even though such patents do not confer a market monopoly and generic drug competition in Canada is fierce. The generic pharmaceutical industry has not accepted this jurisdiction, and this is the subject of ongoing matters before the courts.

Price regulation of generic medicines in Canada is a sub-national (provincial) jurisdiction. As such, the PMPRB is creating excessive red tape – and conflicting requirements – on generic companies. The PMPRB places an additional layer of pricing controls on specific generic drug company products, limiting a company’s ability to adjust to changing market developments for that product, including the ability to adapt to changes in price set by the provinces. It also creates an enormous burden for some generic pharmaceuticals companies as domestic prices, international prices and R&D spending need to be reported.

The asserted jurisdiction serves no public policy purpose. As a result of activity by this rogue arms-length agency, the Government of Canada is advertently penalizing generic pharmaceutical companies for being innovative, investing in R&D and entering into licensing arrangements. USTR should ask Canada to clarify the mandate of the PMPRB to confirm that its jurisdiction does not extend to generic medicines.
CHINA

The Patent System

Differently from the US, the Chinese patent linkage, i.e. the system linking the status of a patent with the regulatory approval of a generic medicines, applies to all the drugs where there is already an existing similar drug, whereas the US patent linkage applies only to those drugs that seek to benefit from the clinical data of the originating companies in the form of abridged clinical trials. The Chinese patent linkage provision, moreover, applies equally to small molecule drugs and to biological drugs, whereas in the U.S. it only applies to small molecule medicines. This provisions lead to a potential delayed market access for generic and biosimilar medicines in China.
CONCLUSION

The International Generic and Biosimilar Medicines Association wishes to thank the Office of the United States Trade Representative for providing this opportunity to submit the recommendations of the generic pharmaceutical and biosimilar medicines industries for the USTR 2015 Special 301 Report.

There are numerous barriers, impediments and intellectual property enforcement issues faced by the generic and biosimilar medicines industries worldwide. This Special 301 submission provides information on only a small subset of these issues in a small number of priority countries. It is IGBA’s hope and expectation that additional issues of concern to the industries will be included in future Special 301 submissions.

IGBA requests USTR’s support in working with the generic and biosimilar medicines industries to address the market access barriers and impediments, and intellectual enforcement issues identified in this submission.

IGBA remains available to provide any additional expert assistance required with respect to the market access and intellectual property enforcement issues included in this submission, and can be reached at igba@igbamedicines.org.